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Abstract – This paper presents an approach for referencing publications and PhD dissertations. This approach has been implemented within an ETD repository (PhD UNS) integrated with CRIS system at University of Novi Sad, Serbia (CRIS UNS). More than 90% of PhD dissertations of the republic of Serbia have been written in national language (Serbian). Authors of scientific publications usually want to attract interest to their work to enhance their reputation both nationally and internationally. Serbian PhD dissertations are usually catalogued in two languages: Serbian and English. This improves discoverability of Serbian PhD dissertations. However, non-Serbian researchers can’t read PhD dissertations written in Serbian language. The Serbian Ministry of Science prescribed a rule that each dissertation before its defend has to be verified by publishing its main results in at least one paper published in a journal belonging to the Web of Science JCR list. In this way, results published in Serbian language in a PhD dissertation are also visible to world science community through journal papers published in English. Journal papers metadata, i.e. bibliographic references for journal papers, can be stored in CRIS UNS system and connection of those journal papers with a PhD dissertation stored in PhD UNS repository can be established. Taking into account that data set can be also stored in CRIS UNS system using entities of CERIF data model, the similar approach can be adopted for connection of data sets and PhD dissertations.
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1. Introduction

The primary goal of the organization NDLTD (Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations) is to help future and contemporary generations of doctoral students to deal with science in accordance with digital age in which they live [1], i.e., storing ETD (theses and dissertations in digital form) in digital libraries improves education of future doctoral students by facilitating access to ETD, thus promote the dissemination of knowledge and research presented in ETD, and promotes cooperation between universities or researchers from various universities. Copeland in his paper [2] discusses the importance of visibility of research which can be found in ETD, and about dangerous if theses researches are hidden, because the discoverability of ETD enables better and faster access to the previous researches, and thus it enables writing better dissertations by future students. Citation analyses of dissertations such as an analysis presented in the paper [3] confirm importance of dissertations for further development of science.

English has become global language in economical, scientific and cultural World largely dominated by Anglo-American countries. Any scientist should master English (at least to some extent) to obtain international recognition and to access relevant publications. However, even if English is the dominant language in science, it is certainly not the native language for the majority of scientists and there is a science beyond science published in English. Having in mind that 25 winners of the Nobel Prize in Literature up to 2001, wrote only nine of their masterpieces in English and remaining 16 laureates in other native languages [3] it is clear that significant scientific results are created in many languages. Because of that, some countries are making extra efforts to gain scientific visibility in their own language. E-Revista is a platform for searching open-access scientific outputs written in Spanish language.
SciELO (Scientific electronic library online - http://www.scielo.br/) publishes a collection of the best Brazilian journals online following the open-access model, under which fulltext articles can be freely accessed to achieve wider national and international visibility [4;5]. Brazilian scientists publish about 50,000 articles each year, of which 60% are in Portuguese.

There are a lot of ETD repositories containing mainly non-English PhD dissertations. More than 90% of PhD dissertations of the republic of Serbia have been written in national language (Serbian). Authors of scientific publications usually want to attract interest to their work to enhance their reputation both nationally and internationally. The Serbian Ministry of Science prescribed a rule that each dissertation before defend has to be verified by publishing its main results in at least one paper published in a journal belonging to the Web of Science JCR list. In this way, results published in Serbian language in a PhD dissertation are also visible to world science community through associated journal papers published in English. This paper presents an approach of connecting those journal papers and PhD dissertations in order to enable better discoverability of scientific results presented in PhD dissertations by implementing the following features:

1. The connection between a PhD dissertation and journal paper which presents the main results of PhD research should be established by author of dissertation or by librarian of institution where the dissertation has been defended.
2. If a PhD dissertation is a result of local searching of ETD repository, a reference to the associated journal paper written in English should be provided.
3. If a PhD dissertation has been exported to ETD repositories networks such as DARTEurope (www.dart-europe.eu/full.php?id=1058428), link (identifier) to the PhD dissertation stored in an ETD node should open web page which provides a reference to the associated journal papers written in English as well (www.cris.uns.ac.rs/record.jsf?recordId=93783&source=DARTEurope&language=en).

Connected journal papers can be searched and downloaded using other scientific outputs repositories: Scopus, Google Scholar, etc.

This approach is implemented within ETD repository of University of Novi Sad - PHD UNS. The same approach can be adopted for establishing connection between data sets and PhD dissertations taking into account that CRIS UNS system can also store data set using the cfResultProduct entity of CERIF data model.

2. PHD UNS

The CRIS UNS system (www.cris.uns.ac.rs) is a web based research information system of the University of Novi Sad which is under development since 2008 [6]. It is the main result of DOSIRD UNS project (http://dosird.uns.ac.rs/). Aboard all commercial CRIS platforms such as Pure and Converis, University of Novi Sad has decided to develop own system due to specific local requests aimed at evaluation and accreditation demands. These requests are mainly reports prescribed by faculties, universities, Provincial Secretariat for Science and Technological Development of Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of Republic of Serbia. While modeling the system, particular attention was paid to interoperability issues in order to increase accessibility to scientific references and therefore the rating of the University of Novi Sad. The PHD UNS digital library
is integrated with CRIS UNS system [7] and search of digital library is available at http://www.cris.uns.ac.rs/searchDissertations.jsf [8]. The digital library is created in order to increase the discoverability of the dissertations from the University of Novi Sad. The discoverability of the knowledge stored in these dissertations and its impact on world scientific community are increased by publishing dissertations under open-access licenses via searchable PHD UNS digital library which can export metadata in the world well-known networks of digital libraries.

3. Data Model

The CRIS UNS system is built on a CERIF compatible data model based on the MARC 21 format [9]. Besides compatibility with CERIF and MARC 21 format, the system can export data via OAI-PMH protocol in Dublin Core, ETD-MS and DIM formats [10]. PHD UNS is integrated within the CRIS UNS system, and PhD dissertations, journal papers and researchers (authors of PhD dissertations and journal papers, as well as PhD dissertations advisors, committe members, etc.) are stored in MARC 21 bibliographic and authority format in the data model. Figure 1 depicts the data model entities important for establishing connection between PhD dissertations and journal papers. The entity MARC21Record_MARC21Record is used to establish the connection between two research publications represented using MARC 21 format and that connection can be classified using the “Relation” classification of the CERIF Semantic Layer (http://eurocris.org/Uploads/Web%20pages/CERIF-1.5/CERIF1.5_Semantics.xls).

Figure 1 Data model
4. Implementation

PHD UNS has open-architecture which enables easy extension with new features. It can be easily integrated with existing MARC 21 based library information system. The application for cataloguing published results in the MARC21 format was implemented in the multi-tiered client-server architecture on the Java platform. User interface implementation is based on the JSF development environment extended with RichFaces library of JSF components based on AJAX. Metadata are stored in MySQL DBMS; files are stored in server file system and migration of all files to storage server supporting 30 days backup are performed each night; the Apache Lucene open-source information retrieval library is used for indexing and searching text contents. The server side of the PHD UNS digital library is executed within the Apache Tomcat application server.

The architecture of PHD UNS is integrated with the CRIS UNS architecture. The CRIS UNS system enables edit of University of Novi Sad research entities such as faculties and institutes, researchers, and scientific-research outputs including papers published in journals. Paper title and journal title are multilingual metadata, i.e., those metadata can be stored in the system joined with its translation into the other languages in order to improve discoverability of those scientific results.

The CRIS UNS database contains bibliometric data about journals including two-years impact factors of the JCR lists for each year. Journals papers are classified in into two groups [12]:

1. Papers published in journals belonging to JCR lists
2. Papers published in journals NOT belonging to JCR lists

ETD and Metadata are input into the PHD UNS repository using a wizard containing four dialogs. The first dialog enables uploading ETD and associated digital files such as board members’ report and license. The rest three dialogs enable input of ETD basic metadata; ETD advanced metadata; advisors and board members, respectively. The ETD basic metadata are multilingual, i.e., those metadata can be stored in the system joined with its translation into the other languages in order to improve discoverability of those scientific results. All ETD defended at University of Novi Sad have basic metadata in at least two languages: Serbian and English. Although dissertations can be searched by metadata in English, more than 90% of ETDs are written in the Serbian language. As already mentioned, the Serbian Ministry of Science prescribed a rule that each dissertation before defend has to be verified by publishing its main results in at least one paper published in a journal belonging to the Web of Science JCR list. In this way, results published in Serbian language in a PhD dissertation are also visible to science World community through journal papers published in English. The connection between those journal papers and PhD dissertations can be established using the dialog show in Figure 2. Basic metadata about a PhD dissertation are shown including author, publication language and title, as well as list of all journal papers stored in CRIS UNS database which lists of authors contain the author of the certain PhD dissertation. A user (librarian or researcher) can select journal papers which presents the main results of the certain PhD dissertation.
The PHD UNS digital library can be searched by the web application available at the link [http://cris.uns.ac.rs/searchDissertations.jsf](http://cris.uns.ac.rs/searchDissertations.jsf). Results of the search can be shown in the form of basic and advanced metadata, as well as in standardized bibliographic format MARC 21, Dublin Core and ETD-MS. Also, there is a link for downloading ETD if it is published under open-access license. Besides that, there is a list of related journal papers as it is shown in Figure 3. Those journal papers can be searched and downloaded using other scientific outputs repositories: Scopus, Google Scholar, etc.

Also, PHD UNS exports data to digital libraries networks: DARTEurope, OATD, OpenAIRE+, etc. The record of the previously shown PhD dissertation in the DARTEurope portal is shown in Figure 4. There are two URLs (identifiers) in this record, the first for direct downloading of ETD from PHD UNS node, and the second for showing the record page in the PHD UNS web application.
Figure 4 The DARTEurope record

Figure 5 shows the PHD UNS record page of the previously shown PhD dissertation. Basic metadata about the PhD dissertation are shown including author, publication language and title, as well as list of connected journal papers stored in CRIS UNS database which published the main results of the PhD research. The list should contain at least one paper journal which is published in the journal belonging to the JCR list according to the new Serbian rulebook for PhD studies.
5. Conclusion

Although English has become global language in economical, scientific and cultural World largely dominated by Anglo-American countries, it is certainly not the native language for the majority of scientists and there is a science beyond science published in English. More than 90% of PhD dissertations of the republic of Serbia have been written in national language (Serbian). Authors of scientific publications usually want to attract interest to their work to enhance their reputation both nationally and internationally. Serbian PhD dissertations are usually catalogued in two languages: Serbian and English. This improves discoverability of Serbian PhD dissertations. However, non-Serbian researcher can’t read PhD dissertations written in Serbian. The Serbian Ministry of Science prescribed a rule that each dissertation before defend has to be verified by publishing its main results in at least one paper published in a journal belonging to the Web of Science JCR list. In this way, results published in Serbian language in a PhD dissertation are also visible to science World community through Journal papers published in English. This paper described an approach how connection between those journal papers and PhD dissertations can be established using an ETD repository and CRIS system. The approach has been implemented at the University of Novi Sad PHD UNS repository and CRIS UNS system. Further development of the system should include the implementation of the same approach for establishing connection between data sets and PhD dissertations. Data sets can be catalogued in the CRIS UNS database using the CERIF cfResultProduct entity [13; 14]. Connection between catalogued data sets and PhD dissertations can be established using the described approach in this paper. Although the Serbian Ministry of Science hasn’t prescribed a rule that data sets used in PhD dissertations have to be published, establishing connection between data sets and PhD dissertations in the same manner as it is described in this paper should move us forward to Open Science.
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